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INTRODUCTION 

UNFI’s Motion for Summary Judgment is an extended effort to muddle a question to 

which the law provides a straightforward answer: when contracts so provide, historical 

bargaining unit members may transfer to new facilities while retaining the same economic terms 

and conditions they enjoyed in their original unit, all without raising any representational 

questions under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). 

UNFI tries to cast doubt on this principle so that it can obtain Court approval for having 

refused to transfer Tacoma unit members to Centralia, permanently laid them off, and deprived 

them of their bargained for wages, benefits, and healthcare. In an audacious move, UNFI does 

this all the while masquerading as a champion for the rights of abstract “employees” to self-

determination—conveniently ignoring the real-world employees it has cast aside. The Court 

should not be fooled by this cynical ploy. 

The instant motion is divided into three parts. The first is an attempt to revive the since-

rejected claim that the dispute is primarily representational, such that the Court must defer to the 

NLRB proceedings. The second weaves general labor law concepts together with inapposite case 

law to reach the unsupported conclusion that transferring employees cannot enjoy their 

preexisting contractual rights without creating new bargaining unit structures. The third section 

quibbles with the arbitrator’s contract interpretation on the merits and asks the Court to adopt its 

preferred construction, contrary to the standard of review of arbitration awards. 

Since all three of UNFI’s efforts are ill-founded, its Motion for Summary Judgment must 

be denied and the Unions’ Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment must be granted.  

ARGUMENT 

I. This Court, Not The NLRB, Has Primary Jurisdiction Over The Instant LMRA 

Section 301 Action, Which Raises Only Contractual Issues. 

UNFI’s opening argument for granting summary judgment in its favor is the assertion 

that the NLRB has “exclusive competence” over the issues in dispute, which are supposedly 
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representational in nature and deprive the Court of jurisdiction. Dkt. 45 at p. 7, 12, 14, 20.
1
 In 

essence, UNFI asks the Court not only to revisit and reverse its recent finding that this case raises 

only questions of contract, but—incredibly—convert that jurisdictional determination into a 

ruling in its favor on the merits. The Court should decline UNFI’s invitation because it is an 

improper attempt to supplement its pending Motion for Reconsideration and has no bearing on 

the dispositive issues before the Court. The Court correctly found that this case involves only a 

contractual dispute. That finding is in no way disturbed by the General Counsel’s issuance of a 

complaint, which has no legal effect. The Court is instead bound by Ninth Circuit precedent, 

which has expressly found this exact type of dispute to be exclusively contractual. 

As a threshold matter, even if the Court were persuaded to divest itself of jurisdiction, 

UNFI fails to explain why that ruling should result in summary judgment in its favor. “Garmon 

preemption does not depend on the merits of an adjudication of the conduct’s legality under 

federal labor law.” Kaufman v. Allied Pilots Ass’n, 274 F.3d 197, 202 (5th Cir. 2001). If, as 

UNFI suggests, this Court lacks jurisdiction to entertain the parties’ claim, it would be required 

to dismiss the suit without a ruling on the merits, not enter a judgment in UNFI’s favor. See 

Waggoner v. Dallaire, 767 F.2d 589, 592 (9th Cir. 1985) (court “may not reach the merits” of 

NLRA claim over which it lacks jurisdiction).
2
  

In any event, UNFI’s jurisdictional theory lacks merit. UNFI invokes the Garmon 

preemption doctrine, as first enunciated in San Diego Building Trades Council v. Garmon, 359 

U.S. 236 (1959). Dkt. 45 at p. 12, 14. Ordinarily, Garmon preemption requires that “[w]hen an 

activity is arguably [protected or prohibited by the NLRA], the States as well as the federal 

courts must defer to the exclusive competence of the [NLRB].” Garmon, 259 U.S. at 245. 

                                                 
1
 Unless otherwise noted, page citations to docket entries correspond to the page numbers automatically affixed to 

the top of the page by the ECF system, not a given document’s internal page numbering. 
2
 UNFI’s protestations about this Court’s exercise of jurisdiction are belied by the fact that it voluntarily brought this 

suit under LMRA Section 301, see Dkt. 1 at p. 3 ¶ 6, rather than collaterally attack the Award exclusively through 

an unfair labor practice charge. Its request for a judgment vacating the Award is wholly at odds with its claim that 

the Court lacks jurisdiction.  
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However, this general rule does not apply to lawsuits brought pursuant to Section 301 of the 

Labor Management Relations Act (LMRA), which specifically grants federal district courts 

jurisdiction to hear claims for violations of collective bargaining agreements. See 29 U.S.C. § 

185(a). Subsequent to Garmon, the Supreme Court clarified that “the Garmon doctrine is ‘not 

relevant’ to actions within the purview of § 301,” in light of Congress’s purpose in enacting 

Section 301 to provide a judicial forum for “swift and effective judicial relief” for contract 

claims, thereby incentivizing bargaining parties “to eschew economic weapons in favor of 

binding grievance procedures and nostrike clauses.” William E. Arnold Co. v. Carpenters Dist. 

Council of Jacksonville & Vicinity, 417 U.S. 12, 16, 18 (1974) (quoting Local 174, Teamsters v. 

Lucas Flour Co., 369 U.S. 95, 101, n.9 (1962)). Likewise, the Ninth Circuit has repeatedly 

stressed that Section 301 “establishes an exception to the rule of [Garmon],” IBEW, Local 532 v. 

Brink Constr. Co., 825 F.2d 207, 211, n.6 (9th Cir. 1987), such that district courts retain 

jurisdiction over contract claims “even though the conduct at issue may also constitute an unfair 

labor practice subject to the authority of the NLRB.” LAWI/CSA Consolidators v. Teamsters 

Local 63, 849 F.2d 1236, n.1 (9th Cir. 1988); accord Teamsters 952 v. Am. Delivery Serv. Co., 

50 F.3d 770, 773-74 (9th Cir. 1995). 

The Ninth Circuit instructs that when conduct arguably implicates both contractual 

claims under Section 301 and unfair labor practices under the NLRA, the district court should 

decide whether to exercise its concurrent jurisdiction “by asking whether the major issues to be 

decided can be characterized as primarily representational or primarily contractual.” Pace v. 

Honolulu Disposal Serv., Inc., 227 F.3d 1150, 1157 (9th Cir. 2000) (citation and internal 

alterations omitted). The Court has already resolved that inquiry in denying UNFI’s Motion for a 

Stay, when it correctly held that “[w]hether Section 1.01.2 applied under the current 

circumstances is a contractual matter over which the Court has primary jurisdiction.” Dkt. 36 at 

p. 4. Thus, UNFI’s appeal to the NLRB’s particular expertise and exclusive competence merely 

leads back to the same analysis and conclusion the Court previously reached. 
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UNFI attempts to distract from this underlying reality by pointing to the NRLB General 

Counsel’s issuance of a complaint on July 29, 2020, which in part alleges that the Unions’ effort 

to enforce their unit members’ contractual rights under Section 1.01.2 violates Section 8(b) of the 

NLRA. Dkt. 45 at p. 15 & Dkt. 46-1 at 995-1010 (App. Ex. 70).
3
 UNFI suggests that the Court 

should adopt or at least defer to the General Counsel’s allegations, which largely mirror UNFI’s 

unfounded public policy grounds for vacating the Award. Dkt. 45 at p. 15. UNFI is wrong. 

First, the “General Counsel’s exercise of prosecutorial discretion lacks legal effect” and 

is not binding on the Board, much less on Article III courts. Certco, Inc. v. Teamsters, Local 

Union No. 695, 722 F.3d 1097, 1099 (7th Cir. 2013); accord George Banta Co., Banta Div. v. 

N.L.R.B., 686 F.2d 10, 22-23 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (“the legal theories and policy conceptions of 

NLRB counsel are not binding on the Board…‘to hold that the Board is bound by counsel for the 

General Counsel’s understanding or…misunderstanding of applicable law would be to assign to 

the General Counsel matters that clearly fall within the adjudicatory function of the Board’”) 

(quoting NLRB brief); Sutter Health Ctr., 348 NLRB 637, 645 (2006) (“The views of the 

General Counsel are those of the prosecutor and do not bind the Board.”). As the Ninth Circuit 

recognizes, although the General Counsel has “final authority” to issue a complaint, once the 

complaint issues, “the General Counsel has embarked upon the judicial process which is reserved 

to the Board.” Frito Co., W. Div. v. N.L.R.B., 330 F.2d 458, 463-64 (9th Cir. 1964).
4
 

In an effort to lend the General Counsel’s complaint an air of authority, UNFI cites to a 

decision in which the Ninth Circuit gave precedence to a Regional Director’s findings 

concerning the scope of a bargaining unit and a direction of election over an incompatible 

arbitration decision. Dkt. 45 at p. 16 (citing Carpenters Local 1478 v. Stevens, 743 F.2d 1274 

                                                 
3
 The General Counsel’s complaint also alleges that UNFI violated Sections 8(a)(1) and (5) by unilaterally 

implementing production standards and disciplining employees pursuant to those standards without bargaining with 

the Unions. Dkt. 46-1 at 999-1000, 1003 (App. Ex. 70). 
4
 For these reasons, UNFI’s citations to the General Counsel’s statutory prosecutorial power, see 29 U.S.C. § 153(d), 

as well as the Board’s internal rules providing for the General Counsel’s “final authority” to issue complaints, see 

NLRB Casehandling Manual § 10260, have no bearing here. See Dkt. 45 at p. 14, n.16. 
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(9th Cir. 1984)). UNFI suggests that, just as the Stevens court relied on the Regional Director’s 

representational findings, so too should this Court rely on the General Counsel’s legal theories. 

See id. However, Stevens is easily distinguishable from the instant case. 

Most importantly, as Stevens recognized, the Regional Director’s findings became Board 

precedent because the union declined to challenge them. Stevens, 743 F.2d at 1274, 1277, n.9 

(citing then-applicable 29 C.F.R. 102.67(f) (1983), pursuant to which a Regional Director’s 

findings which go unchallenged or which are denied review become “final” and preclude 

relitigaton). As explained above, the General Counsel’s mere issuance of a complaint has no 

comparable legal force. There is accordingly no binding decision in this case to weigh against the 

Award as there was in Stevens. Where there is no final “NLRB determination” at issue, the Ninth 

Circuit holds that Stevens is inapplicable. See Northwest Administrators, Inc. v. Con Iverson 

Trucking, Inc., 749 F.2d 1338, 1340, n.1 (9th Cir. 1984) (district court should have examined 

whether defendant employer was alter ego or successor to sole proprietorship, since unlike in 

Stevens, there was no “prior NLRB determination” to take into account); Van Waters & Rogers 

Inc. v. Teamsters, Local Union 70, 913 F.2d 736, 743, n.1 (9th Cir. 1990) (rejecting employer’s 

reliance on Stevens for “proposition that an award repugnant to the NLRA is unenforceable” 

when case said only that “award which is inconsistent with a previous ruling by the [NLRB] is 

unenforceable,” and no such ruling had issued); Sheet Metal Workers, Intern. Ass’n, Local No. 

359 v. Ariz. Mech. & Stainless Inc., 863 F.2d 647, 652 (9th Cir. 1988) (Stevens inapposite and 

arbitration award not inconsistent with prior Board decision where Regional Director merely 

refused to issue complaint). 

Further, Stevens did not defer to the Board’s finding as a matter of course. It did so only 

after concluding that the dispute was primarily representational. Id. at 1277. But as discussed, the 

Court has come to the opposite conclusion on that threshold question here. How and why this 

Court diverged from Stevens on that initial inquiry highlights the defects of UNFI’s case: the 

arbitrator’s award in Stevens necessarily implicated representational questions in a way the 

Award here does not. There, the arbitrator applied a signatory employer’s contract to its double-
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breasted counterpart by concluding that the two entities “have single employer, alter ego, and 

joint venture status vis-a-vis each other.” Id. at 1275. Single employer and alter ego designations 

arise from common law doctrines that look to the relationship between two employers, 

independent of—indeed, often in spite of—any contractual terms among the bargaining parties. 

See id. at 1276. But as the Ninth Circuit explained, those doctrines can apply only when the 

employees of the two employer entities “constitute a single bargaining unit” (in the case of a 

single employer) or “the bargaining unit of the signatory company is effectively the same as that 

of the nonsignatory company” (in the case of alter egos). Id. at 1776-77. Therefore, the 

arbitrator’s single employer and alter ego findings necessarily incorporated a ruling on the scope 

of the bargaining unit. That ruling contradicted the Regional Director’s unappealed 

determination that employees of the nonunion company belonged to a separate bargaining unit 

and that the two companies were neither alter egos nor joint employers. Id. at 1277.  

In contrast, Arbitrator Duffy’s application of contract terms to the Centralia facility was 

not based on any finding that required him to rule on the composition of bargaining units,
5
 but 

rather on UNFI’s contractual commitment through Section 1.01.2 to transfer workers from 

certified bargaining units who were affected by the employer’s movement of facilities and to 

maintain their wages and benefits at the new facility.
6
 Accordingly, the Court correctly found the 

dispute to be primarily contractual. Nothing in Stevens suggests that a district court should 

                                                 
5
 If fact, Arbitrator Duffy expressly disclaimed addressing any representational questions. See Dkt. 1-1 at p. 19 

(“The fact that a question concerning representation may exist at the new facility in Centralia is a separate issue 

from this contract interpretation dispute and the representation issue is not subject to this arbitration.”). 
6
 In contending that, regardless of the contract terms, maintaining Tacoma unit members’ wages and benefits at 

Centralia inherently affects the composition of the Centralia bargaining unit, UNFI is really only making a claim 

that enforcing the contracts will have downstream “representational effects,” not that the dispute itself involves a 

representational question. See District No. 1, Marine Engineers’ Beneficial Association v. Liberty Maritime Corp., 

815 F.3d 834, 842-43 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (whereas “Garmon preemption is designed to prevent a court from deciding a 

claim that can only be characterized as representational,” union’s suit involved contractual matters that may only 

have representational effects flowing from enforcement of the CBA); accord Comm’t for Recognition of Nursing 

Achievement v. Lucile Salter Packard Children’s Hosp., No. 5:10-cv-01633 JF, 2010 WL 4916434, at *5 (N.D. Cal. 

Nov. 23, 2010); see also Dkt. 31 at p. 9-10. And even if this claim went to the threshold contractual/representational 

inquiry, the Court has already disposed of it by finding the dispute to be contractual. As explained further below and 

in the Unions’ cross-motion for summary judgment, that finding was correct not least because it is compelled by 

binding Ninth Circuit precedent. See infra, p. 7, 10-11; Dkt. 43 at p. 11-13. 
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abdicate its duty to decide in the first instance whether the underlying dispute is primarily 

contractual or representational. 

Even if the General Counsel’s allegations somehow constituted a “Board determination,” 

it would not affect the outcome of this case. “District courts are…bound by the law of their own 

circuit.” Zuniga v. United Can Co., 812 F.2d 443, 450 (9th Cir. 1987). Here, the Ninth Circuit 

has spoken directly on the core issues in this case and held that importing previously negotiated 

contractual benefits to employees transferring from one bargaining unit to another does not raise 

representational issues and does not violate any provision of the NLRA. See UFCW v. Alpha 

Beta Co., 736 F.2d 1371 (9th Cir. 1984); see also infra, p. 10-11; Dkt. 43 at p. 11-13. Alpha Beta 

is binding on this Court. To the extent the Board disagrees with the Ninth Circuit on whether the 

application of Section 1.01.2 to the Tacoma units raises primarily contractual or representational 

issues,
7
 Alpha Beta prevails in this forum. See Local No. 624, Teamsters v. Clover Stornetta 

Farms, Inc., No. C-08-2463, 2009 WL 415620, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 19, 2009) (refusing to 

import NLRB’s “reasonable diligence” standard for bringing ULPs to the context of suits to 

compel arbitration because NLRB decisions “do not supplant binding Ninth Circuit precedent 

here”); accord Trustees of the Int'l Union of Operating Engineers Local 487 Health & Welfare 

Tr. Fund v. Gimrock Const., Inc., 974 F. Supp. 1455, 1459 (S.D. Fla. 1997) (declining to adopt 

NLRB’s view on adoption-by-conduct doctrine, which was “not binding on federal courts,” 

when inconsistent with “binding precedent in this Circuit”). This Court cannot defer to the 

NLRB’s supposedly superior “competence” on an issue the Ninth Circuit has conclusively 

resolved.  

                                                 
7
 In truth, this is a false conflict. Leaving aside the General Counsel’s novel and conclusory theory, existing NLRB 

case law agrees with Alpha Beta that applying preexisting contractual terms to employees moving between 

bargaining units is lawful. See Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 296 NLRB 1025, 1027-29 (1989); Miller Brewing, 296 NLRB 

1030, 1032-33 (1989); see also Dkt. 43 at p. 9-10, 15-16. In addition, the General Counsel’s allegation that the 

Unions are attempting to represent units of employees at the Centralia facility solely by virtue of enforcing Tacoma 

unit members’ contractual rights is in direct conflict with Board precedent holding that a question concerning 

representation does not arise unless a union makes an express “claim for recognition” and that a union’s 

“continue[d] demand [for] recognition as the representative of its historic members does not mean that it is 

‘inescapably’ claiming a potential combined unit.” See ADT, LLC, 365 NLRB No. 77 at *4-6 (2017). 
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II. The Award Does Not Violate The NLRA And Is Thus Consistent With Public 

Policy. 

UNFI’s public policy critiques of the Award are framed around a triad of federal labor 

law concepts: majority support, appropriate bargaining units, and exclusive representation. See 

Dkt. 45 at p. 12-14, 20-24. UNFI contends that the Award is incompatible with these principles. 

But that is only because it falsely assumes that contractual rights are coextensive with bargaining 

units and honoring Section 1.01.2 will therefore grant the Unions invalid representative status at 

the Centralia facility. Since that is not the case, UNFI’s argument collapses immediately. 

A. The Exercise Of Uniquely Personal Contract Rights Is Not Tied To The 

Bargaining Unit In Which They Arose. 

The Unions do not dispute that, in order for bargaining parties to negotiate and sign valid 

collective bargaining agreements, a union must first be certified to represent an appropriate unit 

of employees, which it does through a showing of majority support. 29 U.S.C. § 159(a)-(b).
8
 Nor 

is there any dispute that each appropriate bargaining unit is exclusively represented by a single 

labor organization. 29 U.S.C. § 159(a). But UNFI brazenly conflates the conditions necessary to 

negotiate and enter into a collective bargaining agreement with those necessary to enjoy and 

enforce contractual rights created through a valid collective bargaining process.
9
 Nothing in 

Section 9 of the NLRA suggests that contractual terms become unenforceable when applied 

outside of the unit in which they were created. And the one case UNFI cites for the alleged 

proposition that “applying existing contract provisions involves the ‘exercise’ of the union’s 

representative functions,” Dkt. 45 at p. 15-16 & n.25 (emphasis added), says nothing of the sort. 

It merely confirms that “negotiating for a provision in a collective bargaining” is an instance of a 

                                                 
8
 Section 9(a) provides, in pertinent part: “Representatives designated or selected for the purposes of collective 

bargaining by the majority of the employees in a unit appropriate for such purposes, shall be the exclusive 

representatives of all the employees in such unit for the purposes of collective bargaining in respect to rates of pay, 

wages, hours of employment, or other conditions of employment.” 29 U.S.C. § 159(a) (emphasis added). Section 

9(b) likewise delegates to the Board the task of “decid[ing] in each case whether…the unit appropriate for the 

purposes of collective bargaining shall be the employer unit, craft unit, plant unit, or subdivision thereof.” 29 U.S.C. 

§ 159(b) (emphasis added). 
9
 For instance, UNFI asserts that “[t]he Tacoma Unions only had NLRA authority to negotiate contracts covering 

employees working in their respective Tacoma units,” but then leaps to the unwarranted conclusion that terms from 

those contracts could not be applied to former Tacoma unit members in Centralia. Dkt. 45 at p. 13 (emphasis 

altered). 
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union “exercis[ing] its right to bargain.” MV Transportation, 368 NLRB No. 66, slip op. at *5 

(2019) (emphasis added). 

UNFI’s position is simply inconsistent with Supreme Court and Ninth Circuit precedent, 

as well as those of other authorities to have considered the issue. While UNFI suggests that all 

collectively bargained rights belong to the bargaining unit as whole, in fact many are “uniquely 

personal” to individual unit members. See Hines v. Anchor Motor Freight, Inc., 424 U.S. 554, 

562 (1976) (individual employees have standing to sue employers under § 301 to enforce 

“uniquely personal” contract rights, such as wages, hours, overtime pay, and wrongful discharge 

protections); Lerwill v. Inflight Motion Pictures, Inc., 582 F.2d 507, 511 (9
th

 Cir. 1978) (“it is 

well settled that rights which are personal rights of the employees may be enforced by them 

directly under section 301”). Those rights that are “uniquely personal” are precisely the ones that 

are not “possessed by the bargaining unit as a whole.” Schultz v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 560 F.2d 

849, 855 (7
th

 Cir. 1977); Gutierrez v. United Foods, Inc., 11 F.3d 556, 562 (5
th

 Cir. 1994) (“a 

uniquely personal right is not a right possessed by the bargaining unit as a whole”) (citation 

omitted); Ramirez-Lebron v. Int’l Shipping Agency, Inc., 593 F.3d 124, 130 (1
st
 Cir. 2010) 

(“whether an individual employee has standing to seek enforcement of a right” depends on 

“whether the right sought to be enforced is ‘uniquely personal’ to the individual plaintiff or 

whether it is instead possessed by the bargaining unit as a whole”) (quoting 20 Samuel Williston 

& Richard A. Lord, A Treatise on the Law of Contracts § 55.60, at 279 (4
th

 ed.2001)); see also 

Dkt. 43 at p. 9-10. But under UFNI’s theory, this universally recognized distinction between 

personal and unit-wide rights simply does not exist. 

Moreover, UNFI’s understanding of contract rights as irrevocably tied to the bargaining 

unit cannot be squared with the Supreme Court’s decision in John Wiley & Sons, which 

compelled a successor employer to arbitrate a claim for the enforcement of employees’ 

preexisting seniority, pension, and severance rights, even as it acknowledged that “the Union 

does not represent a majority of an appropriate bargaining unit” at the successor’s facilities. John 

Wiley & Sons, Inc. v. Livingston, 376 U.S. 543, 551, n.5 (1964). The lack of majority support 
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was unproblematic for the Court because the union did “not assert any bargaining rights 

independent of the [existing] agreement,” such as “to negotiate a new agreement” with the 

successor at the merged facility. Id. at 551. The union was therefore entitled to arbitrate rights 

flowing from the “agreement which is in dispute and out of which Wiley’s duty to arbitrate 

arises.” Id. at 551, n.5; accord Missouri Portland Cement Co., 291 NLRB 1043, 1044 (1988); 

Antioch Bldg. Materials Co., 316 NLRB 647, 647, n.1 (1995); see also Dkt. 43 at p. 10. 

Most importantly, UNFI’s theory flies directly in the face of the Ninth Circuit’s decision 

in Alpha Beta. Faced with the same argument UNFI makes here, the Ninth Circuit responded 

that, when a union validly obtains personal contractual rights for its unit members “at their initial 

place of work,” those rights may extend to new locations and units to which members are 

transferred. Alpha Beta, 736 F.2d at 1378 (“The Local Unions negotiated for that provision when 

the employees, who later were transferred, were still employed within the bargaining unit. The 

Local Unions thus seek only to enforce rights of transferred employees—rights that arose under 

an agreement in force at their initial place of work.”); accord Anderson v. AT&T Corp., 147 F.3d 

467, 474 (6
th

 Cir. 1998) (rejecting proposition that “a collective bargaining agreement cannot 

confer benefits on employees in one bargaining unit that survive the employees’ transfer to 

another bargaining unit in which they are represented by a different union”); CK Witco Corp. v. 

Paper Allied Indus., 272 F.3d 419, 423 (7
th

 Cir. 2001) (result of unit clarification proceeding did 

not “touch the merits of the Unions’ contract claims” to enforce cross-facility transfer rights 

because “union ‘merely [sought] to enforce contractual transfer rights which arguably could 

survive the split of the bargaining unit’”) (citation omitted); see also Dkt. 43 at p. 14-16 

(collecting additional judicial and NLRB decisions in agreement). 

As the foregoing authorities recognize, limiting workers’ ability to exercise contractual 

rights to the original bargaining unit would be inconsistent with the uncontroverted rights of 

retirees to draw pension payments and healthcare benefits, of discharged employees to receive 

severances, and of laid off employees to receive unemployment benefits. See Alpha Beta, 736 

F.2d at 1378-79 (bargaining parties may negotiate for “payment of benefits to employees who 
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retire, quit or are discharged” through “retirement, pension, severance, unemployment and other 

benefits to employees after they have left the bargaining unit”); Anderson, 147 F.3d at 475 

(“parties to a collective bargaining agreement may agree to ‘evergreen’ or ‘status’ benefits that 

are payable not only after expiration of the agreement, but even after termination of the 

employment of individuals claiming such benefits”). Each of these individuals receives 

contractual benefits after leaving the bargaining unit. Yet, if UNFI were correct, all such benefits 

would be unenforceable because the former employees are no longer in the bargaining unit. That 

is obviously not the law. Just as retirees, dischargees, and laid-off workers may enjoy contractual 

rights after leaving the bargaining unit, so too can workers transferred to new locations. Alpha 

Beta, 736 F.2d at 1378-79; Anderson, 147 F.3d at 475. 

Thus, UNFI’s attempt to limit the enjoyment of contract rights to the bargaining unit 

where they happened to arise wilts under the slightest scrutiny. 

B. Honoring Tacoma Unit Members’ Contractual Rights Does Not Interfere With 

Any Employees’ Rights To Self-Determination. 

Consistent with its misunderstanding of the relationship between bargaining units and 

contract rights, UNFI argues that allowing Tacoma unit members to enjoy their previously 

negotiated wages, benefits, and working conditions at Centralia will infringe on the rights of 

employees to select bargaining unit representatives of their choosing. Dkt. 45 at p. 20-22.
10

 To 

                                                 
10

 Of course, had UNFI complied with the Award, between 263 and 268 warehouse workers represented by Local 

117, Dkt. 46-1 at p. 196 (App. Ex. 8); Dkt. 1-1 at p. 5, and about 10 clerks represented by Local 313, Dkt. 1-1 at p. 

629 (App. Ex. 50), would have been entitled to transfer to a facility that could accommodate up to 350 employees, 

id. at 422 (App. Ex. 32) and in which only 200 new employees have so far been hired, Dkt. 1 ¶ 17, which would 

have made Tacoma unit members the overwhelming majority—if not the entirety—of the Centralia workforce. In 

other words, had UNFI transferred Tacoma unit members, the Centralia workforce would be composed largely or 

exclusively of transferees presumed to support Local 117. Under Board law, when an employer transfers an entire 

bargaining unit to a new location with substantially the same operations and “the transferees from the old facility 

constitute a substantial percentage, defined as at least 40 percent, of the new facility’s employee complement,” the 

employer is statutorily bound to recognize the original union and apply the existing contract. Rock Bottom Stores, 

Inc., 312 NLRB 400, 402 (1993), enf’d 51 F.3d 366 (2d Cir. 1995). That threshold would have been easily met here. 

Thus, UNFI’s purported concern about employee self-determination is obviated by the fact that a majority of an 

Award-compliant workforce at Centralia would presumptively support representation by Local 117. When an 

employer unlawfully refuses to transfer unit employees who would otherwise represent a majority at the new 

facility, the unit’s union is entitled to a presumption of majority support at the facility. Gitano Grp., Inc., 308 NLRB 

1172, 1175, n.20 (1992); Westwood Import Co., 251 NLRB 1213, 1215-16 (1980), enf’d 681 F.2d 664 (9th Cir. 

1982)). Thus, if anything, UNFI is actively engaged in suppressing employee self-determination. 
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support its debunked theory, UNFI misapplies several NLRB and judicial decisions. Each case 

involved unions that sought recognition as the exclusive representative over employees they had 

never before represented. Here, the Unions do not seek to represent any bargaining units at 

Centralia. They seek only to enforce the Section 1.01.2 right of those Tacoma unit members they 

have historically represented to transfer to Centralia and maintain their “standard of living” 

benefits. 

UNFI first invokes Kroger Co., 219 NLRB 388 (1975). See Dkt. 45 at p. 16, 21. In 

Kroger, the Board interpreted a contractual “additional stores clause”—pursuant to which the 

employer would recognize the signatory unions as representatives for employees at newly 

opened locations, who would be accreted into the existing bargaining units—to imply a condition 

precedent requiring proof of majority support of appropriate units at the new locations before the 

unions gained representative status. Id. at 389. This gloss was necessary to avoid a situation 

where an employer could waive by contract the statutory rights of employees at the new facilities 

to select their own representative. Id. 

UNFI argues that Kroger stands for the proposition that the same majority support 

showing applies to all circumstances where “contract provisions [] purport to make one 

location’s labor contract applicable to new or different locations.” Dkt. 45 at p. 21. UNFI badly 

misreads the case. Kroger dealt only with the prerequisites for a union to extend its scope of 

representation to new, unrepresented employees, not the conditions for enforcing already-

represented employees’ contract rights. The critical circumstance in Kroger that required the 

Board to interpose the majority-support requirement was the unions’ assertion that the 

“additional stores” clauses “entitled [them] to recognition as the bargaining representatives of” 

previously unrepresented employees at new locations the employer acquired. Kroger, 219 NLRB 

at 388. The need for a union to establish majority support arises from the anti-democratic 

implications of this attempt. See id. (the Board’s “concern for the employees’ right to self-

determination was the only reason that controlling weight was not given to [literal interpretations 

of additional stores clauses] in prior cases”). Neither circumstance is present here. Rather, UNFI 
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simply assumes the very conclusion that controlling case law and the Award explicitly reject: 

that the Unions are asserting representative status over units of Centralia employees solely by 

virtue of vindicating their historical unit members’ contractual rights. Dkt. 1-1 at p. 19; Alpha 

Beta, 736 F.2d at 1377-80. Because Kroger was concerned only with the predicate for unions to 

acquire representative status over new employees at new locations, it never addressed the 

entirely different question of whether employees transferring to new locations must remain in 

their original bargaining unit in order to exercise preexisting contractual rights. Other Board 

decisions have addressed this question and found that this is not necessary. See Anheuser-Busch, 

Inc., 296 NLRB at 1027-29; Miller Brewing, 296 NLRB at 1032-33. 

UNFI makes an identical error in relying on the Ninth Circuit’s decision in NLRB v. 

Retail Clerks Local 588, 587 F.2d 984 (9th Cir. 1978). See Dkt. 45 at p. 16-17, 22. That case 

involved two unions (Retail Clerks and IDCA) that had historically represented side-by-side 

units of food and drug store employees who worked at Raley’s chain stores. Retail Clerks, 587 

F.2d at 985. Similar to Kroger, Raley’s had a practice of automatically recognizing the unions as 

representative of the respective units when it opened a new location. Id. In addition, both unions 

negotiated new stores clauses with Raley’s pursuant to which Raley’s agreed to hire only 

existing or eligible union members at new locations, who would then be accreted into the union’s 

larger multi-store unit. Id. at 985-86. When Raley’s opened a new location with a more 

integrated layout, Retail Clerks asserted that only a wall-to-wall unit was appropriate and, on that 

basis, demanded Raley’s recognize it as the representative for the entire store—despite the fact 

that eight of ten drug center employees were IDCA members or had applied for membership. Id. 

at 986; see also Raley’s, Inc., 227 NLRB 670, 671 (1976). Raley’s ultimately agreed to recognize 

Retail Clerks if it attained majority support via card check among all store employees, which it 

did because the food center employees outnumbered their counterparts and had all been hired 

pursuant to the Retail Clerks’ CBA’s additional stores clause. Retail Clerks, 587 F.2d at 986. 

IDCA then filed a ULP alleging that the card-check and consequent recognition of Retail Clerks 

violated Sections 8(a) and (b) of the NLRA. Raley’s, Inc., 227 NLRB at 670. The Board 
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sustained a violation because the individual units were presumptively appropriate and IDCA had 

already demonstrated majority support in the drug center unit. Id. at 670, n.1. On appeal, Retail 

Clerks insisted both that a single store unit was appropriate and that its new stores clause 

automatically accreted the employees of that unit into its overall multi-store unit. Retail Clerks, 

587 F.2d at 986. The Ninth Circuit rejected Retail Clerks’ contractual argument, id. at 986-87 

and enforced the Board’s decision. Id. at 988. In particular, it held that a new store is 

presumptively a separate bargaining unit, and therefore the new stores clause could not 

automatically accrete new employees into existing multi-store units in derogation of the separate 

unit members’ statutory right to select a representative and choose whether to join the larger unit. 

Id. at 986-87.  

Retail Clerks bears no resemblance to the instant case, where the Unions are not seeking 

to accrete Centralia employees into any existing bargaining units, and there is no competitor 

union that has demonstrated majority support among any unit of employees at Centralia. 

Nevertheless, UNFI tries to enlist Retail Clerks in the service of its theory by ignoring the facts 

and holding of the case while latching onto a single sentence it quotes out of context. See Dkt. 45 

at p. 16-17, 20. The sentence in question reads, “[s]ince contract rights cannot exist independent 

of the union’s right to represent the unit, the new stores clause cannot bind the new employees 

despite the employer’s acquiescence.” Retail Clerks, 587 F.2d at 986. The Court made this 

statement in the course of explaining why Retail Clerks could not rely on an employer’s 

contractual acquiesce to automatically accrete new employees of a presumptively separate unit 

into a larger umbrella unit. Id. In context, the Ninth Circuit’s point was that the statutory 

attainment of bargaining agent status is the predicate for unions to negotiate enforceable 

contractual rights, and the union could not put the cart before the horse to use contractual 

accretion terms to dictate bargaining unit configuration for employees amongst whom it had not 

yet attained majority support. See 29 U.S.C. § 159(a); supra, p. 8-9. But Retail Clerks did not 

hold that once a union legitimately achieved representative status and negotiated contractual 
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rights on its unit members’ behalf, those rights could not be applied outside the unit. Alpha Beta 

conclusively affirmed that right. Supra, p. 10-11.
11

 

The last case in UNFI’s arsenal is Sperry Systems v. N.L.R.B., 492 F.2d 63 (2d Cir. 1974). 

In Sperry, a CBA made the contract “appl[icable] to all plants now operated by the Employer, its 

successors and assigns, wherever situated.” Id. at 65. After the company opened a new plant and 

hired three non-union workers engaged in “comparable work” at lower rates of pay, the union 

invoked the above provision and demanded the company apply the CBA to those new 

employees. Id. Eventually, the union obtained an arbitration award requiring the company to do 

so. Id. Although it disclaimed an intent to represent the workers at the new plant, simultaneous 

with its efforts to enforce the award, the union filed an election petition for that very facility, 

which resulted in an election defeat for the union. Id. at 66. Meanwhile, the employer filed a 

ULP charge with the Board alleging that the union’s attempt to enforce the award was unlawful, 

but the Board held that the award was a lawful attempt to preserve unit work. Id. at 67. On 

appeal, the Second Circuit denied enforcement of the Board’s decision. The court found no 

substantial evidence to support the union’s work preservation defense, since the union had filed 

an election petition for the new plant and sought to reinstate laid off workers there, facts from 

which “[t]he only reasonable conclusion is that the Union was seeking to represent the [new 

plant’s] employees….” Id. at 68. Thus, the Second Circuit held that the award was part of a “sub 

rosa attempt to gain the de facto recognition as bargaining agent of the [new plant] employees 

which it might not and did not gain in the election.” Id. Separately, the court held that the union 

committed a ULP by enforcing the award, which established wages and working conditions for 

employees it did not represent. Id. at 69-70. 

                                                 
11

 Read in isolation, there is some facial ambiguity in what Retail Clerks meant by the phrase, “contract rights 

cannot exist independent of the union’s right to represent the unit.” Retail Clerks, 587 F.2d at 986 (emphasis added). 

For the reasons explained, the Court clearly meant that contract rights cannot “arise” or “be negotiated” absent a 

union’s bona fide representative status. To the extent the case can be understood to suggest that contractual rights 

can be applied only in the unit in which they were originally negotiated, Alpha Beta—which was decided six years 

after Retail Clerks—plainly abrogated that dicta. 
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In relying on Sperry, UNFI commits the same fundamental error it made with Kroger and 

Retail Clerks. What made the union’s actions in Sperry unlawful was its attempt to represent and 

apply a contract to workers whom it never represented and who never selected it to bargain on 

their behalf. Id. at 69 (enforcing award’s wages and conditions “raises the possibility of serious 

infringements on the rights of those employees outside the unit” who might prefer alternative 

arrangements, such as “lower wages in return for more jobs”). But where workers have selected 

a union to represent them and the union has secured benefits on their behalf, enforcing the 

contract as to those employees outside of the unit honors their self-determination choice. Alpha 

Beta, 736 F.2d at 1378 (because “transferred employees…have already been the beneficiaries of 

their unions’ successful obtaining of benefits at their former work site,” terminating their benefits 

in new location would thwart “their self-organizational rights”). UNFI errs by conflating these 

two very differently situated groups of employees. Indeed, Alpha Beta specifically distinguished 

Sperry on this point, explaining: 

In arguing that the disputed provision is unlawful, Alpha Beta relies upon a 

Second Circuit Court of Appeals’ decision [in Sperry] which held that a union 

committed an unfair labor practice by seeking to enforce an arbitration award that 

applied an entire collective bargaining agreement to employees it never 

represented in a new facility of the employer when those employees had not 

shown majority support for the union. The Second Circuit based its holding on the 

fact that enforcement of the clause would interfere with the § 7 rights of the 

employees in the new facility. Because in Sperry the union sought to extend an 

existing agreement to employees in a new unit that it never represented, without a 

showing of majority status, the union’s conduct would not have been lawful even 

under a valid ‘new stores’ clause. Here the Local Unions do not seek to extend 

their collective bargaining agreements to the Pinole store. They seek only to 

ensure the continuation of trust fund contributions on behalf of transferred 

employees. This case is therefore different in all material respects from Sperry. 

Id. at 1378, n.12 (emphasis in original; citations omitted). The precise distinction the Ninth 

Circuit drew is present here. The Unions do not seek to apply the CBAs to the new hires at 

Centralia (i.e., “employees in a new unit that it never represented”).
12

 They seek only to ensure 

                                                 
12

 In fact, UNFI all but admits this because it separately—although equally fallaciously—accuses the Unions of 

discriminating against those new hires by forcing UNFI to grant superior terms and conditions to transferees relative 

to new hires because the latter do not receive the benefits of Section 1.01.2. See Dkt. 45 at p. 23-24.  
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the continuation of non-representational contract terms (as construed by the Award) “on behalf 

of transferred employees.” In addition, part of Sperry’s holding was compelled by the Second 

Circuit’s factual finding that the union sought to represent the new plant’s employees. Sperry, 

492 F.2d at 68. The opposite finding was made here, Dkt. 1-1 at p. 19, and UNFI can point to no 

evidence to suggest otherwise. Finally, UNFI inaccurately suggests that Sperry took issue with 

the arbitrator’s distinction between the application of representational and non-representational 

terms. Dkt. 45 at p. 17, 21-22. But the decision did not comment on that issue at all. At any rate, 

Alpha Beta expressly approved of this method of avoiding representational issues while honoring 

transferees’ contract rights. See Alpha Beta, 736 F.2d at 1379 (“There is no reason in federal 

labor law or policy why employees may not be guaranteed that they will continue to receive most 

of the economic benefits they received prior to their transfer in the event that for any reason their 

work locale is changed.”) (emphasis in original). 

Unable to offer any case law to support its position, UNFI attempts to diminish the 

import of Alpha Beta. But this effort is unavailing. UNFI first claims that the decision is 

inapposite because it only “addressed a question of arbitrability.” Dkt. 45 at p. 18. This, 

however, is a distinction without a difference. The reason Alpha Beta claimed UFCW’s 

grievance was not arbitrable was because the movement of facilities “provision [was supposedly] 

unlawful” and unenforceable under the NLRA. Alpha Beta, 736 F.2d at 1376. Thus, Alpha 

Beta’s ability to avoid arbitration depended on an NLRA theory that could invalidate the 

provision. And the argument Alpha Beta asserted for the provision’s unenforceability is the same 

one UNFI now advances for the Award’s unenforceability: that allowing transferees to continue 

to receive contractual benefits “would infringe upon the [new facility] employees’ right to self-

organization…under the guise of contract interpretation….” Id. at 1376, 1378. The different 

procedural posture in which this argument is made does not change the analysis of the merits.
13

 

                                                 
13

 The only relevant distinction between the cases implicated by the procedural posture is that, in Alpha Beta, it was 

conceivable that once the case went the arbitration, the arbitrator could interpret the maintenance of benefits 

provision in a manner inconsistent with the Ninth Circuit’s guidance. Here, having the benefit of the Award, the 
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UNFI also claims that Alpha Beta dealt only with the maintenance of trust fund 

contributions and that discussion of any other contractual right was mere dicta. Dkt. 45 at p. 19. 

While it is true that the particular rights at issue in Alpha Beta involved trust fund contributions, 

the reasoning the Court employed for permitting transferees to continue to receive them applied 

to all kinds of economic benefits. Alpha Beta, 736 F.2d at 1379; Dkt. 45 at p. 19, n.38. And the 

Court observed that “[t]he payment of wages to transferred employees at a higher, protected rate 

does not interfere with any rights of the other employees in the new unit.” Alpha Beta, 736 F.2d 

at 1379. So the two main forms of employee compensation—wages and fringe benefits—were 

expressly covered by Alpha Beta. Nothing in the opinion suggests that Alpha Beta’s holding was 

as arbitrarily confined as UNFI urges. 

Finally, UNFI points to dicta in the decision wherein the Ninth Circuit cautioned that 

there could, hypothetically, be circumstances where applying transferees’ contract rights at 

different locations could “irreconcilabl[y] conflict with, or adversely affect, the rights of the 

other employees in the unit to which the transfer is made,” or otherwise adversely affect the 

bargaining unit “as a whole.” Dkt. 45 at p. 19 (quoting Alpha Beta, 736 F.2d at 1377, 1379, 

1380). This argument would have force only if UNFI could plausibly explain how the effect of 

Tacoma unit members’ transfer to Centralia would be materially different from and more 

problematic than the transfer at issue in Alpha Beta. In fact, the two cases are in all material 

respects identical, except that UNFI still unlawfully refuses to transfer employees while Alpha 

Beta did so after being compelled by the Board. Alpha Beta, 736 F.2d at 1380, n.16. Both 

involve a company that opened a new facility, which was or was required to be staffed in part by 

transferees from a historical bargaining unit and in part by new employees not represented by 

any union and where no other CBA was in place. Id. at 1373, 1380. Where the other workers at 

the new facility are unrepresented, “there is, for all practical purposes, no bargaining unit,” and 

                                                                                                                                                             
Court can confirm the Arbitrator interpreted Section 1.01.2 to avoid representational difficulties, as the Ninth Circuit 

directed. 
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therefore no risk of fragmenting the unit or adversely affecting the unrepresented group. Id. at 

1380, n.15. Accordingly, UNFI fails to refute that Alpha Beta is squarely on point and binding on 

this Court.
14

 

C. The Award Does Not Create De Facto Bargaining Units. 

UNFI contends that enforcing the Award will create four “de facto” bargaining units at 

the Centralia facility, even though only one is appropriate. Dkt. 45 at p. 22-23. But UNFI does 

not explain how the application of preexisting contractual benefits to some employees but not 

others creates different bargaining units. A “bargaining unit” is simply “a grouping of two or 

more employees aggregated for the assertion of organizational rights or for collective 

bargaining” who share a sufficient “community of interest.” UFCW, Local 1036 v. N.L.R.B., 307 

F.3d 760, 764, n.3 (9th Cir. 2002) (quoting 1 Patrick Hardin, The Developing Labor Law 448 

(1992)). In other words, it is a vehicle for selecting a bargaining unit representative. But, as 

explained above, when all employees at a facility are unrepresented and have not yet indicated an 

interest in union representation, “there is, for all practical purposes, no bargaining unit,” and 

employees may be subject to different terms and conditions of employment. Alpha Beta, 736 

F.2d at 1380, n.15. Again, UNFI fails to explain how the circumstances at Centralia will be any 

different from those at the Pinole facility in Alpha Beta. If continuing trust fund contributions for 

transferees there would not impermissibly fracture the merged unit, neither would the 

continuation of uniquely personal economic terms here. Moreover, even workers in a represented 

bargaining unit are regularly subject to different wage and benefit scales based on different 

classifications and skills. See Dkt. 43 a p. 20. Finally, since UNFI has control over the terms and 

conditions it offers to new hires at Centralia, it can easily avoid non-uniformity by unilaterally 

applying the Tacoma CBAs’ economic terms to those employees. Id. at p. 19. UNFI cannot rely 

                                                 
14

 UNFI also cites a passage from the opinion wherein the Ninth Circuit noted that a court would not enforce an 

arbitration award that the NLRB had found to be inconsistent with federal labor law. Alpha Beta, 736 F.2d at 1377, 

n.9. That is true, but as explained above, there is no such Board decision at issue here. Supra, p.  4. Further, the 

Court did not suggest that it would abandon its own construction of the NLRA—and the identification of transferee 

maintenance of benefits rights as strictly contractual—if the Board disagreed with Alpha Beta. 
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on its decision to pay its Centralia workers less than it paid those at Tacoma in order to 

manufacture a statutory dilemma. See Kohler Co., 128 NLRB 1062, 1084, 1167 (1960) (rejecting 

employer’s attempt to defend unlawful discharge of strikers “by placing itself on and by 

extricating itself from the horns of a false dilemma”). 

D. Enforcing The Award Would Not Require UNFI To Discriminate On The Basis 

Of Union Affiliation. 

UNFI alleges that enforcing the Award would require it to discriminate among Centralia 

employees on the basis of union affiliation. As the Unions exhaustively explained in their own 

motion, this theory is wrong on several levels. See Dkt. 43 at p. 18-20. Most fundamentally, an 

employee’s entitlement to the contractual rights arising from Section 1.01.2 have nothing to do 

with union membership. Non-union members who belonged to the Tacoma bargaining units may 

exercise those rights to the same extent as dues paying union members. Meanwhile, new hires at 

Centralia who support unionization may not assert rights under Section 1.01.2. Id. at 19. In 

addition, Board and federal case law have considered whether there are any discriminatory 

implications of allowing transferees to maintain their contractual benefits in units containing 

other employees. They have found that no unlawful discrimination arises from that result. Id. at 

19-20. Moreover, the same solution suggested with respect to unit “fragmentation” resolves 

UNFI’s purported concerns with discrimination: UNFI can simply pay its new hires the same 

wages and benefits it is required to provide Tacoma transferees.
15

 

III. The Award Draws Its Essence From The Tacoma CBAs And Was Within The 

Arbitrator’s Authority. 

UNFI’s final argument is a mélange of two theories as to why the Award’s construction 

of Section 1.01.2 was wrong on the merits.
16

 This argument misses the mark because UNFI 

                                                 
15

 Anticipating this solution, UNFI claims that this “‘cure’ would be even more plainly violative of the NLRA, 

because NLRA Section 7 gives employees the protected right to ‘refrain from’ engaging in collective bargaining.” 

Dkt. 45 at p. 24, n.54. But granting new hires the Tacoma CBAs’ wage and benefit packages does not require any 

collective bargaining whatsoever. UNFI may do so unilaterally. 
16

 Although UNFI treats all of these claims under an “essence of the contract” heading, it appears to rely alternately 

on that ground and the notion that the Arbitrator exceeded his authority. Since the claim that the Arbitrator exceeded 
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applies the incorrect standard for reviewing an arbitration award, essentially asking the Court to 

interpret the contract de novo. And even were the Court to accept this improper invitation, it 

should affirm the Award on the merits. 

A. An Award Draws Its Essence From The Contract So Long As The Arbitrator 

Construed The Contract At All. 

Relying on Enterprise Wheel, UNFI argues that the Award may be set aside for failure to 

draw its essence from the Tacoma CBAs. See Dkt. 45 at p. 24-25 (quoting USWA v. Enterprise 

Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593, 597 (1960)). Citing a 2007 Ninth Circuit decision, UNFI 

claims this means the Court may evaluate whether an award is a “plausible interpretation of the 

contract.” Id. at p. 24-25 & n.57 (quoting Virginia Mason Hosp. v. Washington State Nurses 

Ass’n, 511 F.3d 908, 914 (9th Cir. 2007)). But the Ninth Circuit has since retired this 

“plausibility” language because it too easily allows parties dissatisfied with the outcome of 

arbitration to relitigate the underlying issues de novo. See Southwest Regional Council of 

Carpenters v. Drywall Dynamics, Inc., 823 F.3d 524, 531-32 (9
th

 Cir. 2016) (“We conclude that 

it is time for us to retire the use of ‘plausibility’ as a term to describe the courts’ role in 

reviewing labor arbitration awards.”). The Court reiterated that the “relevant inquiry” under 

Enterprise Wheel “is simply whether the arbitrator’s decision concerns construction of the 

contract, not an evaluation of the merits of that construction.” Id. at 532 (citation omitted; 

emphasis in original). “The question is not, therefore, whether the arbitrator’s interpretation of 

the agreement was ‘plausible,’ in the sense of one a court might render, but instead whether he 

made any interpretation or application of the agreement at all. If so, the court’s inquiry ends.” Id. 

at 531-32; accord Hawaii Teamsters & Allied Workers Union, Local 996 v. United Parcel Serv., 

241 F.3d 1177, 1178 (9
th

 Cir. 2001) (“our task is to determine whether the arbitrator interpreted 

the collective bargaining agreement, not whether he did so correctly”) (emphasis in original); 

                                                                                                                                                             
his authority is just a roundabout critique of the Award on the merits, see Dkt. 43 at p. 22-24, the Unions address 

UNFI’s non-public policy grounds for vacatur together. 
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ASARCO LLC v. United Steel Workers Int’l Union, 910 F.3d 485, 491 (9
th

 Cir. 2018), cert. 

denied, 140 S. Ct. 111 (2019). 

UNFI does not and cannot dispute that Arbitrator Duffy construed Section 1.01.2 of the 

Tacoma CBAs and other provisions thereof. See Dkt. 43 at p. 21. Instead, it asks the Court to 

analyze whether he construed that language correctly. This the Court cannot do. As a result, the 

Court should not even reach the merits of UNFI’s contract interpretation arguments. 

B. The Award Appropriately Construes The Phrases “Terms of this Agreement” 

and “Terms of this Contract.” 

UNFI first challenges the Arbitrator’s contract interpretation on the ground that he 

“subtracted” from the CBAs by construing the phrases “terms of this agreement” and “terms of 

this contract,” as they appear in Section 1.01.2, to cross-reference only non-representational 

provisions of the CBAs. Dkt. 45 at p. 26-28. The Unions fully addressed this theory in their own 

Summary Judgment Motion. See Dkt. 43 at p. 21-24. To briefly recap, UNFI’s theory rests on a 

mistaken premise. The Arbitrator did not “subtract” the provisions he declined to cross-reference 

via Section 1.01.2. Those other provisions were not the subject of arbitration and they retain their 

application in all other contexts. The Arbitrator was asked specifically to construe the phrase 

“terms of this contract” as it appeared in Section 1.01.2. He held only that, in the specific 

circumstances contemplated by Section 1.01.2—a movement of facilities—the “terms” of the 

contract the parties intended to import into new facilities were those economic items that 

maintained transferees’ “standard of living.” Dkt. 1-1 at 19. This was a reasonable interpretation 

that avoided any representational difficulties that might otherwise arise. Since arbitrators may 

look to the NLRA for guidance in interpreting contracts, Nat’l Gypsum Co. v. Oil, Chem. & 

Atomic Workers Int'l Union, 147 F.3d 399, 404 (5th Cir. 1998), “[t]he parties to a contract are 

presumed to contract in compliance with existing laws,” Adams-Mitchell Co. v. Cambridge 

Distrib. Co., 189 F.2d 913, 916 (2d Cir. 1951), and the Ninth Circuit encourages arbitrators to 

construe contracts in a limited fashion to avoid representational issues in transfer situations, 

Alpha Beta, 736 F.2d at 1380 (suggesting potential limiting constructions to “avoid any possible 
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conflict that might arise upon certification of a bargaining representative at the Pinole store”), the 

distinction the Award draws between representational and non-representational terms is in fact 

the interpretation most faithful to the parties’ intent and the law. 

UNFI’s motion adds little to its complaint allegations. It lists a series of examples from 

other parts of the CBAs where the contract refers to “terms” or “agreement.” Dkt. 45 at p. 26. 

But these do not shed any light on how the parties meant the phrases “terms of this agreement” 

or “terms of this contract” to be construed specifically in Section 1.01.2. Nor do they suggest that 

there is a singular meaning to those expressions. Next, UNFI again invokes Sperry Systems for 

the proposition that extracting the non-representational contract terms for application at a new 

worksite does not remove the representational consequences of importing economic contract 

terms. Id. at p. 27-28. As explained, Sperry Systems never said this and the purported principle is, 

in any event, in conflict with Alpha Beta. See supra, p. 17. 

In sum, UNFI’s attack on the Arbitrator’s interpretation of the above terms boils down to 

a dissatisfaction with the fact he chose to construe them in an appropriately limited fashion. That 

does not mean the Arbitrator exceeded his authority or imposed his own brand of industrial 

justice. See McClatchy Newspapers v. Central Valley Typographical Union No. 46, 686 F.2d 731 

(9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1071, 103 S. Ct. 491 (1982) (arbitrator did not exceed 

authority by construing term “strike” to encompass only “primary strikes” since “interpretation 

of the term was essential to his resolution of the issue submitted to him”). 

C. The Arbitrator Appropriately Construed The “Majority Support” Requirement. 

UNFI further contends that the Arbitrator “disregarded” the majority support language in 

Section 1.01.2. Dkt. 45 at p. 28-30. UNFI is wrong. The Arbitrator fully accounted for that 

language, but once again, simply in a manner not to UNFI’s liking. 

Recalling Kroger, Retail Clerks, and Sperry Systems, UNFI argues that construing a 

showing of majority support as a precondition to transferees exercising their contractual rights is 

necessary to comply with the NLRA. Id. at p. 29. But this reasoning circularly assumes that such 
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a showing is necessary in order to activate preexisting contractual terms. As explained above and 

elsewhere, that is not the case. See supra, p. 8-19; Dkt. 43 at p. 9-16. 

Next, UNFI claims that the majority support requirement is “clear and unambiguous,” so 

cannot be ignored. Dkt. 45 at p. 29. That is undisputed. The relevant question, and the one the 

Arbitrator addressed, is how that requirement fits sequentially with the rest of Section 1.01.2. 

Contrary to UNFI’s suggestion, the timing relationship between the first two and third sentences 

of the provision is not spelled out and therefore required construction.  

Lastly, UNFI asserts that the Arbitrator’s interpretation failed to give meaning to the third 

sentence of Section 1.01.2. Id. But this claim is immediately undercut by UNFI’s own admission 

that the Arbitrator held the third sentence “operate[s] independently” from the first two, not that 

it does not operate at all. Id. (quoting Dkt. 1-1 at p. 13).  The Arbitrator ultimately concluded that 

Section 1.01.2 afforded Tacoma unit members two distinct benefits: (1) the right to transfer to 

newly constructed facilities and import their “standard of living” contract terms upon transfer; 

and (2) the right to establish majority support without the need to petition for and undergo a 

Board-supervised election. Id. The construction urged by UNFI, that Tacoma employees would 

only be guaranteed the right to a job at the Centralia facility if their union could first demonstrate 

majority status, would have rendered the second sentence meaningless, since employees from the 

Tacoma facility must actually be working at the Centralia facility before they could demonstrate 

a majority there. The Arbitrator rejected that interpretation of the majority support language after 

examining the bargaining history as testified to by both parties. 

 In sum, the Award gave meaning to all terms in Section 1.01.2 after giving thoughtful 

consideration to the parties’ bargaining history and purpose in drafting the provision. Dkt. 1-1 at 

p. 12-15. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Unions respectfully request the Court deny UNFI’s Motion 

for Summary Judgment and grant the Unions’ Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 14th day of September, 2020. 
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